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It’s been a long wait but the show returns next week. Here’s a 

peek behind the scenes

GARDENING

Joe Swift Friday September 17 2021, 5.00pm, The Times
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I have been going to the Chelsea Flower Show for decades and

would never have predicted it would be on in September.

Thanks to Covid, last year’s show was cancelled and the 2021

event was moved from its usual May slot to next week (members’

entry from September 21 and public from September 23 to 26). But

just because it’s not a spring show does not mean we won’t get an

incredible display. I’ve always championed September as a good

month for a flower show: we’re coming up to planting time and it’s

usually a relatively settled month when it comes to the weather. (Cue

a hurricane!)

So what are we likely to see? Well, an entirely diPerent palette of

plants without a purple allium in sight, I hope. There will be late-

summer flowers such as echinaceas, salvias and dahlias, as well as

masses of fabulous ornamental grasses and deciduous trees chosen

for their fruit and autumnal tints. I hear that there are some fabulous

topiary pieces and, in the Great Pavilion, vegetable displays, including

some seriously large pumpkins.

The number of gardens is understandably down a little because

sponsors and designers have had to second-guess whether the show

would happen at all, but there are still many exciting and interesting

spots to explore and deconstruct, and the Royal Horticultural Society

(RHS) has commissioned three of this year’s “feature gardens”. Here

are my picks of what to look out for.
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60° East: A Garden Between Continents60° East: A Garden Between Continents by Ekaterina by Ekaterina

ZasukhinaZasukhina and Carly Kershawand Carly Kershaw

This garden is a fusion of east and west. Zasukhina was inspired by

her home town,Yekaterinburg, a city in Russia just east of the Ural

mountains, and enlisted Kershaw, who lives in the UK, to help her.

The design includes cascades and a pool, with rocks and pine trees.

The plants are also a blend, many familiar and all tough enough to

cope with minus 20C.

The M&G Garden The M&G Garden by Harris Bugg Studioby Harris Bugg Studio

Charlotte Harris and Hugo Bugg have successfully designed for

Chelsea individually before, but not as a partnership. Their design is

set in a city environment and highlights the importance of our urban

green spaces; it was designed before the pandemic but is perhaps

more relevant now. Many materials are reclaimed, including an

ambitious sculpture made of more than 100m of repurposed metal

pipes that weave through plants, trees and water. They have used

trees that can cope with urban extremes — you can spot Nyssa

sylvatica (black gum tree) and the silvery leaves of Hippophae

rhamnoides (sea buckthorn — I hope it has its orange fruits). It will be

relocated to a permanent home in a small park after the show.

The Guangzhou Garden The Guangzhou Garden by Peter Chmielby Peter Chmiel and Chin-Jun Chenand Chin-Jun Chen

Keeping with the urban theme, this garden highlights the

responsibility of city planners to connect people with the natural

world and help to combat climate change and the extinction of

species. The design looks interesting and includes sculptures that I

hope are as impressive as the plans — it’s all in the execution. There’s

plenty of water and a woodland dell (with a mix of dawn redwood,

Scots pine, field maple and birch) underplanted with architectural

shade lovers such as rodgersia and angelica.

The Florence Nightingale GardenThe Florence Nightingale Garden by Robert Myers by Robert Myers

Myers is returning to the main avenue after a seven-year absence and

I’m really looking forward to seeing this one. It marks 200 years since

Florence Nightingale’s birth and is designed to highlight her legacy:

the critical role nurses play in modern-day healthcare. It’s a

restorative garden for sitting in and strolling through, with drifts of

late-flowering perennials, grasses and bulbs. There’s calming water

too. I’m excited to see his contemporary pergola/walkway — I’ve seen

drawings, models and teases of it being made for more than a year on

social media and it does look super-cool. This garden will be relocated

to St Thomas’ Hospital in central London after the show: a wonderful

idea.

The Yeo Valley Organic GardenThe Yeo Valley Organic Garden by Tom Massey by Tom Massey

Massey is no stranger to show gardens and the Chelsea main avenue.

This design explores a relevant issue: creating a garden that nurtures

and supports soil health, biodiversity, pollinators and other wildlife.

Oh, and because this is Chelsea it’ll have to look good too — wildlife

gardens are sometimes perceived as being messy, but certainly don’t

have to be. There will be a perennial meadow, dividing walls made of

logs and a stream leading to a pool. The woodland sounds interesting

— medlar and quince alongside native species such as silver birch,

hazel and hawthorn. There’s also a steam-bent oak hide in which to

relax. I hope I have a chance to get in it, but relax at Chelsea? No

chance.

Trailfinders’ 50th Anniversary GardenTrailfinders’ 50th Anniversary Garden by Jonath by Jonathan Snowan Snow

Snow has transported us to South Africa and Latin America in past

Chelsea gardens; this time it’s the Himalayas because the sponsor,

Trailfinders, is celebrating the 50th anniversary of its establishment,

when Kathmandu was the first destination it oPered. I’m sure it will

be epic and I look forward to trekking through it. Key features include

a shelter positioned at the fork of a stream and paths criss-crossing

the garden. Snow must have found it tough changing his palette of

plants from May to September, but he has some fabulous trees,

shrubs and ferns (including Pinus wallichiana and Dryopteris

wallichiana) with shots of colour coming from flowering thalictrum,

persicarias, and ginger lilies representing the more temperate plants

of the region.
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Finding Our Way: An NHS Tribute Garden Finding Our Way: An NHS Tribute Garden by Naomi Ferrett-by Naomi Ferrett-

CohenCohen

This garden celebrates the relentless work of the NHS during the

pandemic. As you enter the garden, the sheer, imposing verticals of

the timber canopy represent the sharp descent into fear at the outset

of the pandemic. Here water starts its exploration through a series of

rills and pools, representing the collective ePorts of those working

together in the NHS and universities. From here the garden provides

an immersive experience, with the gentle sound of water running

along shallow rills connecting larger pools and the warm palette and

soft textures of the planting providing a safe space for reflection and

contemplation, bringing optimism and hope of a brighter future.

The Parsley Box Garden The Parsley Box Garden by Alan Williamsby Alan Williams

A contemporary design that packs into a small space an outdoor

kitchen, a sheltered entertaining area, cantilevered pergola and tiered

planters. It’s aimed at the over-60s but is accessible to all and

encourages people to grow and cook their own food outdoors. The

planting sounds delicious: fresh herbs, edible flowers and trees

including crab apples (for jelly).

The Boodles Secret Garden The Boodles Secret Garden by Thomas Hoblynby Thomas Hoblyn

Inspired by the Frances Hodgson Burnett children’s story. After

admiring the naturalistic planting of tree ferns, grasses and spires of

Verbena hastata in a palette of muted greens and creams in the outer

beds, the viewer is enticed to look through an intricately carved,

louvred oak wall into a secret garden brimming with jewel-like plants.

Autumn snowflakes, Dahlia campanulata and Fuchsia magellanica

var. molinae introduce droplet structures and soft pink, the corporate

colour of the sponsor, into the planting.

Bible Society Garden Bible Society Garden byby Sarah EberleSarah Eberle

Eberle has designed more Chelsea gardens than anyone, and now has

God on her side. Her interpretation of Psalm 23 (The Lord is my

shepherd) creates a place to breathe, re-engage with nature and feel

mentally, physically and spiritually restored. The garden is inspired

by the landscape of Dartmoor and has large boulders, cascades of

water and plenty of native plants.

Finnish Soul Garden Finnish Soul Garden by Taina Suonioby Taina Suonio

Finnish Soul Garden is a seaside design with Baltic vegetation, a

sauna and a cool-oP area. The flowers reflect the understated charm

of autumn.

The Calm of BangkokThe Calm of Bangkok by Tawatchai Sakdikul by Tawatchai Sakdikul and Ploytabtimand Ploytabtim

SuksangSuksang

The two sides (frenetic and calm) of Bangkok meet in this minimal,

modern garden with tropical planting, shelter and hammock.
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This is a new category and I’m looking forward to seeing how

designers create something special in a 5m by 2m space. Many new-

builds come with only balconies these days, so I’m hoping there’s

plenty of inspiration for them (and not too many rusty old bikes or

washing lines).

Arcadia Arcadia by Martha Krempelby Martha Krempel

This one looks exciting. It’s fantastical, with hints of the exotic and a

painted old door creating a backdrop of an idealised English

landscape. The planting is a blend, lush and green at low level, with

yucca and Punica granatum (pomegranate tree) reaching skywards.

Balcony of Blooms Balcony of Blooms by Alexandra Nobleby Alexandra Noble

This balcony is intended to demonstrate that small spaces can be

practical, productive and enchanting. Two trees provide a sense of

enclosure and there are herbs for culinary and medicinal use as well

as pollinator-friendly flowers.

The Landform Balcony GardenThe Landform Balcony Garden by Nicola Hale by Nicola Hale

An accessible space to relax and entertain in. Inspired by modernist

architecture with detail and craftsmanship in the bespoke planters

(not from B&Q!). The bright plant palette has been chosen mostly to

attract pollinators such as bees.

Green Sky Pocket Garden Green Sky Pocket Garden by James Smithby James Smith

A lush garden designed for a plant addict that illustrates how best to

maximise every part of our outdoor space. It has planters on the

walls, balustrades and even some low growers on some of the

surfaces. A bronze sculpture provides a contemplative focal point

next to a simple timber bench.
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The Blue Diamond Forge Garden The Blue Diamond Forge Garden by Blue Diamond Groupby Blue Diamond Group

Team Team 

Inspired by a 15th-century forge in Branscombe, Devon, this design

features a thatched forge set in natural woodland. Metalwork

structures created by the imaginary smithy feature in the garden, as

does a stream with marginal plants.

Guide Dogs’ 90th Anniversary GardenGuide Dogs’ 90th Anniversary Garden by Woolcott and Smith by Woolcott and Smith

This garden looks back to the 1930s, when the first guide dogs were

German shepherds and their owners were veterans blinded in the

First World War. It incorporates life-size metal sculptures and

illustrates the journey somebody with sight loss takes, from a place of

darkness and fear to a world of enrichment and independence. The

planting is mainly native species and, of course, dog-friendly.
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The BBC One Show and RHS Garden of Hope The BBC One Show and RHS Garden of Hope by Arit Andersonby Arit Anderson

My Gardeners’ World colleague has designed a garden with a simple

brief: to celebrate how gardening and growing plants provides hope

and joy. I couldn’t agree more. A key feature is a steam-bent wooden

sculpture that flows through the garden, incorporating seating areas.

The planting has a natural feel, with plenty of trees showing their

autumnal colours. There’s lush green planting at the front of the

garden, becoming more colourful further back. The garden will be

relocated to the Rosewood Mother and Baby Unit in Dartford, Kent.

RHS COP26 Garden RHS COP26 Garden by Marie-Louise Agiusby Marie-Louise Agius

This design demonstrates how gardens, plants and green spaces

protect our planet for a more eco-friendly and resilient future for us

all. It’s essentially a modern-day cottage garden that incorporates a

diverse range of plants as well as recycled materials divided into four

areas representing the themes of decline, adaptation, mitigation and

balance.

RHS Queen’s Green Canopy Garden RHS Queen’s Green Canopy Garden by David Doddby David Dodd

This garden is part of the Queen’s Green Canopy initiative, set up to

mark her Platinum Jubilee. It aims to encourage people to “plant a

tree for the jubilee”. It shows the potential for regeneration in its

various phases and, as you can imagine, is full of trees, with

woodland-floor planting beneath and meadows in open spaces. It also

has full-scale hay bales dotted around the garden to show the land’s

connection with agriculture.
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Switch to peat-free compostSwitch to peat-free compost
The sale of peat compost is to be banned 
by the government by 2024 because 
producing it involves...
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September 11 2021, 12.01am

Joe Swift
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There are some plants that are reliable, 
very easy to grow and such good value that 
I plant them in just about every garden I...
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